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Future Loops is proud to release Distance Drum Kits, a multi-format 

dubstep drum kit sample pack produced by Dj Distance with Future Loops.  

 

Inside Distance Drum Kits you will find all the essential Drum Hits & One 

Shots used to develop the highly acclaimed Distance Dubstep sample pack 

Dubstep producers that are looking for loops to work with can read more 

about the Distance Dubstep pack by clicking here !  

 

Distance Drum Kits is therefore a pack for dubstep producers that like to get 

dirty and program their own beats from the ground up , offering high-quality 

One-Shots with the signature sound of one of the most respected Dubstep 

artists around .  

 

Distance Drum Kits is also a pack for producers that like to have their kits 

mapped into their favorite sampler format ( MPC, Giga, EXS, Battery and 

Kontakt ) and ready to go !  

 

There is also plenty of diversity in the kits featuring Claves, Fx, Hats , Keys, 

Kicks, Percussion, Snares, Synths, MidBass , Sub-Bass and more just 

waiting to be assembled into powerful dubstep tunes ! 
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WAV : 

 

The WAV folder contains two sub-folders : By Kit and By Type .  

 

The By Kit folder organizes the samples by sub-kits ( 25 kits in total )while the By Type folder organizes 

the same samples by their type ( Bass , FX , Kick , Snare etc.. ). This gives you the opportunity to 

browse samples according to your needs and preference . 

 

Multi-Formats :  

Additionally and for extended usability & flexibility the samples were carefully edited and mapped into 

MPC, Giga, EXS, Kontakt & Battery Kits. There are 5 kits for each format.  

 

 

In sum here's what you can find in Distance Drum Kits:  

 

- 493 WAV One Shots including;  

- 162 Bass, 4 Clap, 2 Clave, 5 Crash, 1 Cymbal, 8 Flute, 18 FX, 3 Guitar, 50 Hat, 3 Keys, 32 Kick, 41 

Percussion, 6 Ride, 20 Shaker, 52 Snare, 78 Synth, 8 Tam  

- All sounds are also offered as Kits for Kontakt, Battery, Giga, EXS, MPC and NI Battery  

 

   

Distance Drum Kits is a highly useful multi-format sample pack if you are looking for Dubstep Drum 

Hits & One-Shots . All for an affordable price with the quality stamp that Future Loops is committed to 

bring to you! Enjoy and keep making great music! 

 


